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I. INTRODUCTION 
WE WILL study the construction and computation of certain real-valued linking pairings 
(A, B) of cycles A, B in a compact oriented manifold ici with Riemannian metric. The first 
case, and the one we will mainly discuss here, is the “Archimedean height pairing of higher 
dimensional cycles” introduced (in a slightly different way from the one here) by Beilinson 
[I] and Bloch [3]: M is a complex (compact) Klhler manifold of complex dimension n, and 
A, B are complex cycles with disjoint supports, of complex dimensions p. q with 
p + q = n - I. If A, B both bound, then (A, B) is independent of the choice of Kihler 
metric and depends only on the complex structure of M. The second case is completely 
parallel to the first, with M, A, B being just real: M has a Riemannian metric and A, B are 
cycles (again disjoint) of real dimensions n, p. q satisfying p + q = n - I. Here if A, E both 
bound then (A, B) is an integer, the ordinary topological linking number. Consequently if 
just B bounds, but A need not, then (A. B) mod Z depends only on the homology class of 
A. The homomorphism of the group of boundaries into the torus H*(M; W/Z) thus 
obtained is called the Abel-Jacobi map in Algebraic Gcomctry. However we wish to 
emphasize that in the presence of a metric we have an U&valued pairing of disjoint cycles 
and not just a homomorphism to a torus. 
In both cases (A, B) has previously been defined by attaching to one of the cycles, say 
A, a ditfcrential form (Pi which is C” outside A (and satisfies some further conditions spelled 
out below) and then integrating it over B. A, B can be replaced by the diagonal D and A x B 
respectively, in M x M (see Bost [4]). This definition is hard to use because the construction 
of the forms (Pi with the required properties and whose integrals can be computed is 
difficult. In fact the height pairing of higher dimensional cycles: p and q both > 0, has 
hitherto been computed only for certain cycles in Abelian varieties, where the computation 
can be reduced to the “classical case” in which one of the cycles is zero dimensional ([4]). 
The forms (P” have been explicitly given in a few cases such as linear subspaces in projective 
space. For the real case, see [7]. 
In this paper we show that (A, B) can also be constructed by using the heat kernel 
K(x, y, t), i.e. the kernel of the heat operator emAr where A is the Laplacian on differential 
forms on M (and I is real and > 0). We then have to integrate over A x B any solution 
I-(x, y, t) of ddcr = [K - (harmonic part of K)]. This approach turns out to be well-suited 
to computing pairings, for instance in a manifold M which is a product. Thus, if 
M = C x C x C where C is a compact Riemann surface, A is the diagonal {(x, x, X):XE C}, 
and B is the result of applying to A the product r, x T, x T, where the z are correspond- 
ences of C then we get a formula for (A, B) involving integrals over C of a product of 
Green’s function of C and harmonic differential forms. This example was motivated by the 
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work of Dick Gross (lecture at MIT, Fall 1989) in which he computed the non-Archimedean 
height pairings for C a modular curve and wanted to know the Archimedean part. See 
Gross-Schoen [6a] and Gross-Kudla [6b]. 
The construction of this paper is then the following: let Ai be compact oriented real 
Riemannian of even dimension n (if n were odd certain minus signs would be needed). The 
heat kernel is a C” n-form K(x, y, I) on izf x izf depending (smoothly) on t which is defined 
by the requirement that for x any C” form on bf, 
I a(x) A K(x, y, I) = (emA’a)(g). XPM 
If we knew an orthonormal basis cpl of eigenforms of A, i.e. 
I CPA A *VW = sa*, (Kronecker S) M 




then we would write 
K(x, y, t) = c e-“’ (* cp*(x)) A cp*(Y). (1.4) 
Further the sum of the terms in (1.4) in which I = 0 will be denoted H(x, y) and is the 
kernel for the projection onto harmonic forms, denoted P,,. 
Both K(x, y, t) and H(x, y) arc closed n-forms on M x M representing the Poincare dual 
cohomology class to the diagonal D (a slight modification in (1.4) being needed if n were not 
cvcn). Thus there exist many C”n - 1 forms L(x, y, t) on M x M (t being a parameter not 
involved in exterior difierentiation) such that 
k’(x, y, t) - ff(s. y) = dL(X. y, t). (1.5) 
WC will prove that for uny f,(x, y. r) satisfying (1.5), the real linking number defined by 
(2.1) in the next section by integrating a form (p,, with singularities can also be expressed by 
(A, B)n = lim 
s 
L(x, y, r) - PHL 
t-0 AXE 
(1.6) 
(integral over (x, y)~ A x E), P,, denoting harmonic projection in M x M with product 
metric. 
In the Kahler case (I = (! + 6 and we define dC = i(8 - a). Here K, H are (n, n) forms on 
M and the ddc lemma immediately give the existence of many (real) forms I-(x, y. t) of type 
(n - 1, n - I) satisfying the analogue of (1.5), namely 
K(x, y, t) - H(x, y) = dd=I-(x, y, t) (1.7) 
and in analogy with (1.6) we will show (see 2.4) 
T(x. y, r) - PHI-. (1.8) 
The key point is that any choice of a C” form L, or I, satisfying (1.5) or (1.7) can be used in 
(I .6) or (1.8) and the behavior of L or r as t + 0 need not concern us. Section 2 of the paper 
will give the details of the general construction of the pairings using the kernels K, L, r, and 
Section 3 will derive a formula for cycles in M = C x C x C. 
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2 THE GENERAL CONSTRUCTION 
We will develop the basic properties of the complex pairing in the compact Kahler case 
first, and then sketch briefly the real case. Let A be a complex analytic p-dimensional cycle 
(formal linear combination of irreducible subvarieties) in the compact complex Kahler 
n-manifold M. 
As shown in [4], [S], there exist real C” forms (P* ofdegree 2(n - p - 1) on M\( Al (the 
complement of the support of A) satisfying 
(i) for any C” form z on M with degr + degcp, = 2n, the integral J.v,,X,IAi r A (P,, is 
absolutely convergent: we will say just “(P” is L’ on M”. In fact [S] shows that there exist (P” 
satisfying a stronger property, there called “log type”. This integral then defines (P” as 
a current on M. 
(ii) Let b,, denote the current of integration of 2p forms over A, and oA the harmonic 
form Poincare dual to A, so wA = P,,(6,). Then (P., is required to satisfy, as a current, 
We remark that a weaker condition than (i), discussed in [4], namely that (P” be 
a current on M which is C” on M \I AI, suffices to define the pairing, but we will need the L’ 
condition below. Even with this weaker condition one has the property: if rp,, (p> are 
currents on M, C” on M \I Al satisfying (ii) then 
(PA - (PIA - P,,(cp” - (P(A) = dtli + %;12 
where q,, n2 are currents on M which are C” on M\I A). 
Let now B bc a complex q-cycle disjoint from M. 
(2.1) Definition. (A, B) = jB(qA - P,,(P~). 
We will refer to (2.1) as the Green’s current definition of (A, B). It is 1/2n times the 
definition in [4]. (Also, dc is frequently defined as i/4x(?- a)). 
Before showing that (2.1) is equivalent to a definition using a “Green’s form for the heat 
kernel” as in (1.7), (1.8) we discuss briefly some properties of the heat kernel K(x, y, r) 
introduced in (I. I), (1.4). The book [2] by Bcrline, Getzlcr, and Vergne is a comprehensive 
reference. We regard K(x, y, t) and its harmonic part H(x, y) as 2n forms on the complex 
2n-manifold M x M with product Kahler metric (for each I). d and A denote the operators 
on forms on M x M; thus A = A, + A,, where A,, Av denote the Laplacians on the first and 
second factors of M x M. We then have 
PROPOSITION 1. (a) dK = 0 and dC K = 0 (b) For any t,, > 0, 
K(.T y, L,) - H(x, y) = dd C[:(ddc)*~;d~,~:(K(x,y,L)-H)d~] 
(c) K and H both represent the DeRham cohomology class on M x M dual to the diagonal, and 
are both of type (n. n) relative to the complex structure. 
Proo/: Let AM be the Laplacian on M and similarly ddw, d:. Since 
AM = d,d& + d&dM = d:dg + dc,‘d$, (M being Kahler), AM commutes with both dM 
and dL. Thus emrAM commutes with dM, d$,: writing this out with eerAM represented by the 
integral kernel K(x, y, t) shows that dK = 0 = dC K (here d = diH I M, similarly for d’). This 
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proves (a). To prove (b) we write 
H(x, )‘) - K(x, y, to) = 
Jb 
5 K(x, y, t)dt 
lo Jr 
(see 1.4) 
and we use the heat equation (in both x, y) SK/& = - f AK. The integral is absolutely and 
uniformly convergent on M x hi as are any x or y derivatives, so 
c m (-fAK)dr ,o 
= (- )dd*K)dt (since dK = 0) 
=/[I;-+d*Kdt]=d[l;-+d*(K-H)dr]. 
Putting these together we get 
K(x, y, to) - H(x, y) = d 
[I 
D -Id*(K(x, Y, tl) - H(x, y))dr, . 
‘0 1 
We can replace d by dC in this formula and get 
K(x,y,t,)-H(x,y)=dC 
[i 
;D tdc*(K(x,y, t) - H(x,y))dt 1 . II 
Substituting this last formula into the one above, and using dcd* = - d*dC, ddc = - dcd 
gives (b). From (b) we conclude that K, If are cohomologous. We define Poincare duality on 
any manifold X by: if Z is a cycle on X and < a closed form on X representing the Poincare 
dual cohomology class, then for any closed form ~1 on X, 
Taking X = M x M, 2 = the diagonal, p harmonic so 
/l(X,J’)=CCijai(X) A *Ctj(Y) and H=C*Ud(X) A Ui(y) 
where (x, are an orthonormal basis of real harmonic forms on M, we easily verify that H is 
dual to the diagonal. The fact that K, H are of type (n, n) can be seen by taking an 
orthonormal basis of complex forms x2(x) on M of type (p, y) which are eigenforms of AM 
and writing K = xe-“‘( *zL(x)) A xi(y). 
This concludes the proof of Proposition I. 
The next proposition will be needed in Section 3. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let S be a complex irreducible n-dimensional subvariety of M x M 
meeting the diagonal D at isolated points p with intersection multiplicities nr. Let f (x, y, I) be 
a Cm/unction on M x M x (t > 0) concerging as t + 0 to a function J (x, y) on M x M which is 
L’ on S and continuous in a neighborhood of S n D, the convergence being in L’ on S and 
uniform near S A D, then 
(2.2) 
Proofi Let N be a disk bundle neighborhood of the diagonal, for instance 
{(x. y)~ M x M: distance (x, y) I E) with projection rr: N -t M, X(X, y) = x, with fibers 
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&-disks D,. As f 4 0, K( x, y, t) tends rapidly to 0 outside N. On N, K(x, y, t) is “approxim- 
ately a Thorn form” in the sense that for fixed x, jyED, K(x, y, t) + 1 as t -+ 0 since 
fYG.H K(x, y, t) + 1 by (1.4) or by (c) of Proposition 1. As usual, if S is any real 2n cycle on 
M x M which near the diagonal D is smooth and meets D at isolated points p then 
I 
K(x, J, t) = c (intersection number of D, S at p) 
(X.Y)ES peons 
(for every t > 0) since K(x, y. t) is Poincari dual to D (e.g. we could deform S continuously 
in a neighborhood of D, without changing its homology class, to make the intersection 
points transverse, in order to see this). Now to prove the more general formula (2.2) we 
multiply I\‘(?(, y, t) by f(.u, y, t). then as t -+O 
s 
yED,f(x7 Y7 t)K(x, ): t) ~_I-(% x) 
and for pe.5 n D the integral over a small neighborhood of p in S tends to n,f(p). Finally, 
the integral in (2.2) is split into two parts: the first over the complement of a neighborhood 
of S n D, approaches 0 as t 4 0 since K(x. y. t) does; the second over the neighborhood of 
S n D approaches the right hand side of (2.2), concluding the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3. Ler q”(x) he an L’form on M which is C” on M \ A, und let B be disjoint 
from A. (A, B clre the complex cycles introduced in Section I.) Then for YE B 
lim 
i 
V”(X) A K(x7 Y* t) = V”(Y) (2.3) 
1-O XEM 
the limit being uniform ouer ye 6. 
Prooj Again WC split up the integral into two parts. In the first x runs through 
a compact neighborhood of A disjoint from B: here (P”(X) is L’ and K(x, y, t) --t 0 with 
t since YE B; thus this integral approaches 0. The other integral has x outside a neighbor- 
hood of A so that (P”(X) is C”: this integral then approaches q,(y) as usual, concluding the 
proof. 
Next we will prove that (A, B) defined in (2.1) as fB (qA - P,,(cp,)) is also given by (1.8). 
We use the notation P,, for harmonic projection of forms on either M or M x M. Further, 
for forms on M x M wc have harmonic projection in the first variable only (and identity 
map in the second variable) denoted P,,.,, and similarly in the second variable with notation 
P tl,y: thus Ptr = PtI.,Ptlvy on M x M. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Suppose that r(x, y, t) is/or eachfixed t > 0 a C” form ofdegree 2n - 2 
on M x M (M being compact Kiihler of complex dimension n) satisfying 
ddCI- = K(x, y, t) - H(x, y) 
and (P” is a C” form of degree 2( n - p - I) on M \I Al satisfying conditions (i), (ii) at the 
beginning of this section; i.e. it is L’ on M and ddcq, = 6, - wA as currents on M. Then 
I B ((PA - Ptt(vA)) = lim i u- - pt/(r)). r-0 AxB (2.5) 
Prooj We remark first that we will show that Pt,( I-) on the right hand side of (2.5) can 
also be replaced by P&I-) or P,,.,(r). It is clear that PH( K) = P,,,(K) = PH,Y( K) by (1.4). 
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To prove (2.5) we start with the right hand side for fixed t > 0, and write 
J l-(x, Y, t) = J b,(x) A ux, y, t) XGA xaM 
(the last integral being just symbolism for the current 6”). 
Also, since o”(x) is a harmonic form Poincare dual to A (and of even degree so we don’t 
have to worry about signs), 
W”(X) A I-(x, Y, t) = 
s 
W”(X) A 6f.J(x. Y9 t) 
M 
= I PH.xUX, Yv I). xa” 
Subtracting one of these integrals from the other and recalling that 
8” - w” = dfF~“(x) we get 
rb, Y, 0 - pH.m, Y. t) = I dd%,(x) A by, t) xsM 
= (PA(X) A dxd:Ux. Y, t) 
(here (P” is to be regarded as a distribution and we use Stokes for both d and dC since 
integration over the compact Klhler M annihilates the image of dC as well as d). 
Next we note that, with d = d, + d,, K - H = ddcr = d,d:r mod image of d, + image 
of d;. The next integration will be over ye B and this will annihilate im d, + im d:, giving 
(r - fw-) = li (PA(X) A (K - HI (X.JwMXB 




J (PA(X) A PH,,K(x. Y. l) = J PII A K(xvx f) XCM xcM 
+ PH(q”)(y) as t + 0. uniformly in y 
and by Proposition 3 of this section, 
(P”(X) A K(x, y, t) + (P”(Y) uniformly for YE B as t --* 0. 
Taking the limit as t -+ 0 we get 
rather that (2.5). To get (2.5) we observe (a) the “Hodge decomposition*’ of forms on M is the 
direct sum of 3 terms: (harmonic forms) @ (Imd + Imdc) @ (Im(dd’)*), where the last 
summand is mapped injectively by ddc, (b) the equation on M x M:dd’r = K - H, a form 
not involving terms harmonic in either x or y, implies that the Hodge decomposition of r as 
a sum of nine terms does not involve the two types of terms (harmonic in x) A (image 
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(d,d;)* or the corresponding one with x, y interchanged. It follows that 
r - PHI-, I- - PH,x I-, and r - PH.), r differ only by forms of type 
(harmonic in x) A (image d, + d;) 
or this with x, y interchanged. and so belong to im d + im dC on M x M. Their integrals over 
complex cycles are then zero. This ends the proof. 
From now on we will use either side of equation (2.5) to define (A, B). 
Next we will use our method to rederive a result of Bost [3]: 
(2.6) PROPOSITION (Bat). Let D be the diagonal in M x M, then 
(A,B)=<D,AxB). 
Prooj Choose any form TM = rM(x, y, t) on M x M. C” in (x.y) satisfying 
ddc rM = Kw - Ha,,. Now replace M by M x M, x by (x,, x1), y by (y,, yz) then we may 
choose as the form FM x M = ~,~.,((x,,x~),(Y~~Y~).~) that given by 
r MrM((xI+ d.(~,.yd~ r) = rd.by,, WWxzVy,, 0 + H,(x,,yl)rM(XZ,yZrr). (2.7) 
Further, for simplicity, we may assume that rM(x, y, r) = rM(y, x, r) (by symmetrizing an 
arbitrary rM, using that K,, HhI are symmetric) and also that PtlaxrM = 0 = Pf,.,r,. Then 
P H.(x,.x~) r MxM -  0 = p,,.,y,y2, r MxM* 
Now(D,AxB)isthelimitasr-+Oof 
I-,(x. 0, r)Kdx. b, r) + Wx. 4 rM(X, 6, r). 
The integral over XE M of the second term is zero since P,,xr, = 0. The integral over 
x of the first term is 
(c -A=*rM)(br a. r) = (esAy’rM)(a, b, t). 
This has next to be integrated over A x B. Note now that 
ddc(e-*Y’r,) = e-‘yr(Ky - HM) 
= K&G Y, 20 - H.& ~1. 
It follows that another choice for rM is 
F,(x, y, r) = e-Ay”zrM(x, y, r/2). 
When this is integrated over A x B for fixed r and the limit over r + 0 is taken we obtain just 
(A, S) as needed to end the proof. 
In conclusion, we have a great deal of freedom in the choice of T(x, y, r) and do not have 
to be concerned at all about its behavior as I + 0. 
In the real Riemannian case we assume the manifold M is even dimensional: then the 
definition of K, H and their property of being Poincare duals to the diagonal D in M x M is 
as before, and so there exist forms L(x, y, r) satisfying dL = K - H. One such L is given by 
the analogue of Proposition lb, with ddc replaced by d and only one integration in r. If M is 
odd dimensional then some extra + signs have to be inserted in (1.4) so that we retain the 
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Poincari duality property of I(. and we then get that 
c 
z(x) A K(x,y, t) = feeA’%, 
I 
the +_ sign depending on the degree of z. 
A more serious difficulty arises regarding the existence of the forms (P,, which are L’: 
these have only been proved to exist when A is a smooth submanifoid of M (or a linear 
combination of these): see ([7], 2.1). 
We will therefore proceed as follows in the real case, assuming M even dimensional so 
we don’t have to be as careful about signs: 
(2.8) PROPOSITION. Choose any L, on M x M, any LM xM on (M x M) x (M x M), and 
nny qD on M x M (qD being L’ on M x M, smooth outside D, satisfying dq, = 60 - OD and 
e.\isting since D is smooth). For any cycles A, B on M, smooth or not, thefollowing limits exist 
and are equal: 
lim 
I 
(L, - PH( L,)) = lim 
1-0 AxB 
1_o DX,AXaj(LXM - PH(LfxM)) 
I 
= s D ,A B,((PD - PH((PD)). I I 
IVe de$ne (A, B) to be the common value of these three integrals. Supposejirther that A is 
smooth. Then qA exists und 
- Pn(cp,)) = (A, B>. 
ProojI The real analogue of Theorem 2.4, i.e. formula (2.5) with I- replaced by L, ddc by 
d. applied to the cycles D and A x B and the forms LMXM. $?D gives the equality 
J ,) (A *, (VD - p,,(~D)) = I x x I’? D,(AxB)(~ J MxM - PdLM.M)). 
Next, the proof of Proposition(2.6) shows that the right hand side, which does not 
depend on the choice of LMxM (see below), can be evaluated as the limit 
f~~S”.i?(L&~Y~~) - P,,(Lhf)) f or a suitable choice of LM (i.e. the L, of that proof). 
However for any two choices of L M, say LM and &, LM - PH( L,) and t, - P,,(t,) differ 
by an exact form and hence have the same integral over any cycle. This gives the equality of 
the three integrals defining (/1, B). For A smooth we have equality also with the integral of 
(P”, ending the proof. 
We wish also to correct the notation of [73: with the orientation conventions of that 
paper, the notation on page 75 last paragraph (and all following formulas) should every- 
where have intersection chains written as Ml 0 C, MI oZ, ML0 Ml oZ, etc. instead of 
CoM,,ZoM,,Z~MI~M2 ,... (and also if aC = Z then a( ML 0 C) = M, 0 Z instead of 
~(CO M,) = Zo M,). 
3. COMPUTATIONS 
We will compute the complex linking number for some cycles A, B in a product 
manifold bJ = M, x M2 x M, (each MI being compact KGhler and M having the product 
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metric). K, H, r, d, dC will refer to M and these letters with subscript i will refer to Mi. Then 
(1.1) implies 
K(x. y, r) = Kr(xt. J-1. t)K*(x2, y2, c)K,(-r,, y,, t) (3.1) 
where x = (x,, x2,x,), y = (yr, y2, yJ) belong to M. Similarly for the harmonic part H 
of K: 
H = H, H2H,. (3.2) 
Suppose now we have chosen Ti(xi, yi, t) satisfying 
ddcTi = Ki - Hi on Mi. 
LEMMA. A possible choice for r on M is 
l-(x, Y, t) = rl(xr, y,, t)K2(x2r Y29 t)K,(x3, Y37 t) 
+ Hlh Ydr2b2, y2, wdb, Y3r t) 
+ ff,(-x,v y,)H2(xzv Y2w.% YJ, t). (3.3) 
Corresponding to the three terms on the right hand side of (3.3), there will be an expression for 
(A, B) as a sum of three terms, which we will denote as (A, B),, (A, B),,, (A, B) ,,,. 
We will describe the first term (A, B), in a situation in which M, is one-dimensional. 
To do that we first have to describe the function Tt(x,,y,, r) for a compact Riemann 
surface M, with given metric. Temporarily write C for MI and Tc(x, y. t) for rl. The 
Green’s function G(x, y) of C is the kernel of the operator which inverts the Laplacian on 
functions orthogonal to constants. Let K,(x, y, t) be the kernel for the heat operator on 
functions, PI, K,, its harmonic (constant) part. Then if A are an orthonormal basis of 
functions on C. 
KO - PHKO = c e-“‘htx)h(y) 
a>0 
I m (K, - P,,K,)dt = G(x, y). r-0 
If 
G(x, y, 7-J = m (Ko - f’t,Ko)dt = c ~/,(X,/,(Y) 
a>0 A 
then G(x, y, T) + G(x, y) as T-, 0, uniformly outside any neighborhood of the diagonal, 
because K,(x, y, t) + 0 as c -) 0 there. 
Since we are on a Riemann surface, for any function/we have (Af)d volume = - ddcf 
and we can check from (1.4), or directly, that we can let 
rc(x, y* [I = - Gtx, y, t). (3.4) 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that dim M, = 1, so that dim A x B = dim M2 x M3. Denote by 
Zlr and ~2.~ the projections of M to M, and M2., = M2 x M3 respectively. Let 
S = n2,3(A) x nt,~(B) in M2.3 x M2., and assume: dim S = dim A x B, S intersects the diag- 
onal 02.3 of M2.3 x M2.3 in afinite number of points, and there is a neighborhood of S n D2, 3 
over which the projection of A x B to S has finite fibers. For (x, y)~ A x B satisfying 
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n2_,(x) = IK~.~(~), let nY be the intersection number o/D and S at (~c~.~(x), nzs3(y)). Then 
CAB),= - 1 n,G,(nl(x). nl(y)). (3.5) 
G1 (x, y) being the Green’s jitncrion 01 MI. 
Proof: (A, B), is defined as 
The product KL K, = Kt,,, the heat kernel of MzV3, and is close to 0 for c near 0 and 
((x2. x,), (yz, y,)) outside a neighborhood of D 2,3. Thus we have to consider only this 
neighborhood. Next, we apply Proposition 2, formula (2.2) with M replaced by M2,,, S as 
just defined, and the functionfas the push forward (K~.~ x x2, J)+ l-r of the restriction of r, 
to A x B, i.e. for each point of S n (neighborhood of D) the value ofjis the sum of the values 
of r, at points in A x B over that point. Then the integral 
(at least over Sn(neighborhood of D)) and the limit as t -+ 0 is evaluated by Proposi- 
tion 2,2.2, ending the proof. 
In general we will allow as a p-cycle A in M a mapjof a p-cycle (in another manifold) 
into M. This will be useful in the discussion below of cycles defined by correspondences. 
From now on suppose M = C x C x C, C a compact Riemann surface with a given 
metric. 
We proceed to define the cycle c’ = c ,.2,3 given by 3 correspondences T,, i = 1,2, 3, 
of C. This cycle will be then height-paired with the diagonal of C x C x C. 
A correspondence Ti: C + C will mean a diagram of Riemann surface maps (finite to 
one) 
For a function (or ditferential form)/(x) on C, 
(T/)(x) = x:.n:f(x) = 1 f(n,Z). 
fEn;-‘(x) 
On points x Of C. 
T(x) = n,(n;-l(x)) = 1 ll,(Z). 
n;,? - x 
Thus, iff is a 2-form on C, 
(3.6) 
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Now given G, &, & let 
c’ ,.,., = fiber product c’, ; c, ; c’, c c’, x c’, x c, 
= ((2,. .<,, Z&f, xc’, x S,:n;& = 7t;<, = n$,}. 
Thus 




The cycle c’is defined as this map rr:c,.,., 4 C’. If F(x,, x2, x,) is a function or form on 
or form on C by C3 and x E C, define a function a 
F(T,x, cx, &x 
If F is a 2-form 
r 
(3.7) THEOREM. The height pairing of the two cycles in C x C x C given by D = diagonal, _ _ 
C = C,, 2., is the sum of three terms 
(0, c> = <D, 6, + (D, &I + <D, C),,, 
defined by 
<D&,= - 1 nJ G(n232, x,3,) 
P-W,*JLP,lEC( 
QJ2 - nJ, 
(here G is the Green’s function of C and nJ the intersection multiplicity of x2,,(D), 7~~. ,( c) at 
XL,(j)). 
<D, (%I = - 
i i=(j,.LLkP 
H(n,L n,j5)G(n,L Qz). 
(H(x, y) is the kernel for the harmonic projection on C) 
(D, b,,, = - H(x, nij,)H(.r, n,_i,)G(x. G,). 
Prooj We will first discuss each of these terms in some detail, including some conditions 
necessary for them to be defined, and give an alternate form for the third term, then give the 
proof, 
sum over all j = (jj,. j,, ~,)EC such that nzjz = rr,j,. We will never have 
rr,j, = n2j2 = n,j, if and only if C, D are disjoint; if this disjointness is violated, some 
terms in the above sum (of a finite number of terms) are infinite. Henceforth we will assume 
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this disjointness. 
Here we must assume that there are only finitely many x E C for which the finite sets 
Tax, T,x (see 3.6) intersect. G(lrJi,, n,jr) can be. written as a finite sum of terms 
G( TJx, 7”~) and is finite valued except for intersections of TJx, T,x where it has log growth. 
Since H is everywhere continuous, the integral is convergent. 
(D, c),,,. We write this term in two ways: 
-. 
H(x, nly,)H(x. nzy,)G(x, x,Y,). 
(b) This term can be reduced to a single integral instead of a double. If dhl, . . . , dhzr is 
an orthonormal basis of real harmonic l-forms on C: 
dh, A + dh, = 6,., (this is independent of the metric) 
then define 
Yr.s(X) = I G(x, yW,(y) A WY). 
This function on C is characterized by: 
- ddcy,+, = dh, A dh, + (harmonic 2-form) 
and 
y,.,d (volume) = 0. 
y,,, depends on the metric. Then 
(Q c>,,, = : 
s 
r,(rr.,) T,(dh,) A T,(dh,). 
r.s=l c 
We now give the proof that (D, c?) is the sum of the 3 terms above. 
The first term (0, 6), is given by Proposition 4, (3.5). 
The term (D, c),, arises from the integral 
As t + 0, Hc(x, n,j,)G(x, n2j2, t) approaches Hc(x, n,j,)G(x, n&l uniformly out- 
side any neighborhood of x = rr2j2. and this limit function is integrable in either variable (G 
has only log singularities on the diagonal). We can therefore integrate first in x, take limit as 
I + 0 and then integrate in y: Using (2.3) we obtain (D, e),,. 
For (D, c),,,, form (a), the limit as t + 0 obtained by the same remark. For (D. c),,,, 
form (b). we write 
Hc(x, Y) = *xc(x) A so(v) + 010(x) A l go(y) f c e&(x) A My) 
,= 1 
where a0 = l/m, but ao, *a0 are orthogonal to G. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem (3.7). 
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We will calculate some more pairings involving “diagonal type” cycles in C x C x C and 
their images under correspondences since these are used in the Gross-Schoen paper [6a] 
and the conjecture there. Let Ar2, = D = {(x, x, x):x~C}, AI2 = {(y, y,p):yoC}, for 
some fixed p, Arri = {(p, y, y)}. To simplify notation for the action of the correspondences, 
an integral such as 
will be written as 
(SO Hc(x, T, y) is a sum over all y’o T, y). The only thing to be careful about then is that 
IUJg) # K(l)Z$(g), so that the notation /( ?Yy)g( Zy) (same i) should always mean 
Z( fg)(y). but /(T, y)g( Tzy) means the ordinary product of two sums (over T, y, and 
over T2y). 
(3.8) PROPOSITION. In C x C x C consider the cycles A,*) = D and T(A,,), the result of 
applying (T, x T2 x T,) to AZ, = {(p, y, y):y~C}. Then 
(b23v 7lA23)) = (423~ 7-(A23)>1 + (A,z,, ~‘(Az,)),, 
where 
<A,23, 7lA23)h = - c ny&(T,yn T,Y, T,p) 
lyaC:Tzymccts T,yl 
(n, is an intersection number as before), assuming that T, p n T2y n T,y is always empty; 
ProoJ (Ar2,, T(A2,)) is the limit as I + 0 of 
- J‘I [G,(x, T,P, t)Kc(x* T,Y, t)Kc(x* T,Yt I) (X*Y)eC MC 
The first term is 
+ Hc(x, Trp)Gc(x. GY. t)Kc(x, TJY, t) 
+ f-l&x, T,p)Hctx, T,Y, f)Cc(x, TRY, [)I. 
- c Cc(T,yn T,Y, T,P) 
ly: Tzy meets Tay) 
so we need to exclude the possibility that T,p n T2y n T,y is non-empty for some YE C. 
In the second term the 2-form (in x and y) Hc (x, y) restricted to C x q p is the constant 
multiple of the volume form 
H&x, T,P) = 
degtT,p) 
vol(C) 
dvol(x) = d”,p;r?;Cp’(* I)(x). 
So the second term is 
- dent G P) 
I VOIC c 
G(T,y, T,y)dvol. 
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The third term is 0: since H&x, K p) has degree 2 in x, we can only use the degree 0 term 
deg T2 in x from Hc(x, 7;~). namely - vol C d VOUY). so 
I Hc(.-c T,p)Hc(-x, T,Y)G(.Y, T,y) = (deg & )(deg T2) WY) (vol cy dvol(x) A dvol(y)G(x, T,y); 
however c G(x, y)dvol(x) = 0. This ends the proof. 
JXOC 
Similarly we obtain: 
(AZ,, T(A2,)) = - G(p, T,p) x (intersection number of the graphs of 
= - G(p, T,p)(trace of Tf & on cohomology of C). 
4. WE MAKE SOME BRIEF REMARKS CONCERNING FURTHER QUESTIONS 
Gross, Schoen, and Kudla have made some conjectures concerning the global height 
pairing for the cycles above when C is a modular curve or a Shimura curve and the q are 
Hecke correspondences, with relation to special values of an L-function (see [6]). The 
relation of the formulas in Section 3. to their results and conjectures remains to be worked 
out. 
Another question concerns the requirement hat the cycles that we pair have disjoint 
supports. Gross has pointed out that for Shimura curves this disjointness is frequently 
fulfilled. but for modular curves it never is because of the cusps. A general height pairing 
formula for (nicely) intersecting cycles, involving infinitesimal data for pushing them apart, 
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